Abstract The integration of differential equations is a fundamental tool in the problem of orbit determination. In the present study, we focus on the accuracy assessment of numerical integrators in what refers to the categories of single-step and multistep methods. The investigation is performed in the frame of current satellite gravity missions i.e. Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and Gravity Field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE). Precise orbit determination is required at the level of a few cm in order to satisfy the primary missions' scope which is the rigorous modelling of the Earth's gravity field. Therefore, the orbit integration errors are critical for these low earth orbiters. As the result of different schemes of numerical integration is strongly affected by the forces acting on the satellites, various validation tests are performed for their accuracy assessment. The performance of the numerical methods is tested in the analysis of Keplerian orbits as well as in real dynamic orbit determination of GRACE and GOCE satellites by taking into account their sophisticated observation techniques and orbit design. Numerical investigation is performed in a wide range of the fundamental integrators' parameters i.e. the integration step and the order of the multistep methods.
Introduction
Integration of differential equations is one of the underlying tools in the problem of orbit determination. Numerical integration methods are widely used for the orbit computations of artificial satellites and solar system bodies. The numerical integrators react differently for each orbit type e.g. low earth orbit (LEO), medium earth orbit (MEO), as they are strongly affected by the orbit dynamics. Thus, quality control of the numerical methods is required for each individual orbit analysis (Montenbruck and Gill 2000) prior to the operational use in the procedure of orbit determination products. A variety of tests for the comparison of numerical integrators through orbit analysis can be found in Hull et al. (1972) , Fox (1984) , Montenbruck (1992) , Somodi and Földvary (2011) . One commonly used test in the corresponding literature is the numerical analysis of Keplerian orbits. This kind of analysis is well discussed in Sect. 3 where it is applied for the cases of LEO and MEO orbits.
Precise orbit determination is a major requirement in the case of several satellite missions, namely satellite altimetry and gravimetric missions. The mathematical connection between the satellite motion and the gravity field is a key link in the frame of dedicated satellite gravity missions, especially Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and Gravity Field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) missions (Tapley et al. 2004; ESA 1999; Floberghagen et al. 2011) , whose measurement principles require a precise orbit determination at the level of a few cm (Förste et al. 2008; Pail et al. 2011 ). The space-borne techniques of the two missions have generated extended numerical investigations in the Earth's gravity field modelling as well as into the satellite orbit determination (Xu 2008a; Ilk et al. 2008; Svehla and Rothacher 2003; Bobojć and Dro_ zyner 2003; Beutler et al. 2010a; Kang et al. 2006a, b; Bock et al. 2011 ).
In the case of these satellite missions, rigorous treatment of the perturbations and the observations errors is required in order to capture the measured Earth's gravity signal at the orbital altitude. In such a case, precise orbit determination is required at the level of a few cm for satisfying the major missions' goal, i.e. the rigorous modelling of the Earth's gravity field. Therefore, the orbit integration errors may be critical for such low Earth orbiters.
The present study aims to the comparison and accuracy assessment of numerical integrators such as single-step and multistep integration methods. Apart from the comparison of the used numerical methods, the current numerical investigation focuses on the fundamental parameters of the integrators i.e. the integration step-size and the order of the multistep methods. The orbit computations are repeated for a wide range of these input parameters. Moreover, we examine the required computation time which forms an additional criterion for the selection of a specific integration method and the values of the considered parameters.
Here, we implement the comparison between the analytical solution and the numerical integration of Keplerian orbits, which is known as the two-body problem test (Montenbruck 1992; Fox 1984; Hull et al. 1972) . Nevertheless, this classical test does not satisfy a real orbit scenario. Since the numerical methods are sensitive to the satellite dynamics, we test the performance of the methods in dynamic orbit determination by using real satellite data. The real orbit analysis is performed by considering the sophisticated observation techniques and the orbit design of GRACE and GOCE missions.
The GRACE mission is, since 2002, implementing the concept of low-low satellite-tosatellite tracking (SST) through a K-band ranging (KBR) system that provides lm level accuracy (Kim and Tapley 2002) . The current approach, in evaluating the integrators accuracy based on rigorous KBR data analysis, may also be found useful to investigations of a future satellite gravity mission that is under study (Loomis et al. 2012; Panet et al. 2013; Elsaka et al. 2014) . The future mission's concept is oriented in intersatellite ranging observations with higher requirements in accuracy standards by at least a few orders of magnitude (Loomis et al. 2012; Sheard et al. 2012) and it is designed by considering the achievements as well as the limitations of the measurements principles of the GRACE and GOCE missions.
Orbit integrators
The basic mathematical tool for the description of a satellite orbit is given by Newton's second law
where € r denotes the acceleration vector, m the satellite's mass and F the sum of all forces acting on the satellite, which includes both gravitational and non-gravitational effects.
The equation of motion (1) is a second-order differential equation and its solution requires the application of some kind of an integration method. This can be performed by analytical methods (Brouwer 1959; Kozai 1959; Wnuk 1999) or numerical integration methods (Seeber 2003; Montenbruck and Gill 2000) . The analytical approach leads to a closed formula for the solution. Nevertheless, in case of strong perturbations, the analytical solution becomes quite elaborate. Rigorous approaches in analytical orbit determination are given by Xu (2008b) , Cui (1997) , Cui and Lelgemann (1995), (2000) . The numerical integration methods provide high accuracy and are characterized by their simplicity in comparison with the analytical methods in orbit problems. Therefore, the numerical approach is used widely in the fields of astrodynamics and celestial mechanics.
The majority of numerical integrators for Eq. (1) are formulated as first-order differential equation solvers. The equation of motion may be written in a suitable form for this purpose as follows
where r and _ r are the position and velocity vectors respectively. The state vector consists of the position and velocity vectors and is denoted by
In order to apply a numerical integration method, the initial values of the state vector are required as well as the acceleration which is computed at every epoch according to a known force model, optionally complemented by measurements gathered by the on-board accelerometer. Furthermore, suitable values of the integration step size and order are required. Small values for the integration step size may lead to low local truncation errors. Nevertheless, this is satisfactory only for a short period of integration time while for longer orbit arcs the round off errors and the computation effort increase rapidly. According to these criteria, optimum values are needed in order to achieve a precise solution in a practical amount of computational time. The selection of these values is an objective to be investigated for each individual problem of orbit determination (Montenbruck and Gill 2000) .
In the present analysis, we apply efficient numerical integration methods which are classified in the categories of Runge-Kutta-Nyström (RKN) and multistep methods. In particular, the following methods have been implemented in our software
• RKN7(6)-8: 7th order RKN method developed by Dormand and Prince (1978) • RKN6(4)-6FD: 6th order RKN method proposed by Dormand and Prince (1987) • Adams-Bashforth-Moulton • Gauss-Jackson • Gauss-Jackson (predictor-corrector)
The RKN7(6)-8 and RKN6(4)-6FD belong to the category of the Runge-KuttaNyström methods while the rest of the listed methods refer to the general category of multistep methods. The basic mathematical formulas for the aforementioned numerical methods are described here while an extended description is given by Montenbruck and Gill (2000) , Xu (2008b) and Beutler (2005) .
Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods
The family of Runge-Kutta-Nyström numerical methods has the advantage that it is especially designed for the direct integration of second order differential equations. A special set of RKN methods may be applied in the case the force model is independent from the velocity vector and the acceleration vector may be written as
where a is the acceleration vector. Such RKN methods are described by the equations
The variables t 0 , r 0 , t 0 refer to the initial conditions i.e. the reference epoch and the position and velocity vectors components respectively, while the variable h denotes the integration step.
The coefficients c i , a ij , k i , b i ,b i ,_ b i describe the specific RKN method. These coefficients are computed for the RKN7(6)-8 and RKN6(4)-6FD methods by Dormand and Prince (1978) and Dormand and Prince (1987) correspondingly.
The k i components are the function evaluations that are being computed for every integration step. The variable s denotes the number of these evaluations and it is defined by each specific RKN method.
Vectorsr,t represent the integration's solution for the position and velocity vector respectively at the end of the integration step i.e. the epoch t 0 þh.
Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method
The basic principle of the multistep methods relies on the replacement of the equation of motion's integrand by an equivalent polynomial
The polynomial is computed by the fitting of p t ð Þ to some of the values of the function f t; y t ð Þ ð Þat previous times, where the state vector is known. The known values of the state vector at the initial epochs can be determined by a Runge-Kutta method which is used only to determine the initial values at the first some epochs where the number of epochs depends on the selected order of the polynomial p t ð Þ. The Adams-Bashforth algorithm makes use of the equation
for the evaluation of the polynomial of arbitrary order m where r ¼ t iþ1 À t i ð Þ =h. The polynomial p i m interpolates m ? 1 points of the function f i at the past previous points. The binomial coefficient is computed as
and it is equal to 1 for j ¼ 0. The backward differences are defined as
The solution is obtained by the equation
where the coefficients c are computed by the equation
and c 0 is equal to 1. The values of the integration step h and the order m are the critical parameters that have to be selected for the implementation of the numerical method.
The Adams-Moulton formula makes use of the previous function values and one additional function value at the integration epoch i.e. next epoch. In this case, the corresponding polynomial is described by the equation
The integration's solution is obtained by the equation
where
and c Ã 0 is equal to 1. Equation (13) is dependent of the f function's value at the integration epoch which is not a known value since the position and velocity vector is not known at this epoch. Therefore, the Adams-Moulton cannot provide a solution by itself, but can deliver a prediction. It is combined with the Adams-Bashforth method, which corrects the estimate of the Adams-Moulton method. Such a method is referred to as predictor-corrector algorithm, which is described in Montenbruck and Gill (2000) and Berry and Healy (2004) . The method referred in this study as Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method is applied for this predictor-corrector approach.
Gauss-Jackson methods
The Gauss-Jackson methods are especially designed for the direct integration of 2nd order differential equations. Their formula is defined by the equations
where the coefficients d j are computed according to the equation
The approach of the predictor-corrector algorithm may also be implemented for the Gauss-Jackson formulas and the final solution is derived by the equations
where the coefficients d Ã j are computed as follows
The first and second sum are defined as
and the initial values for the backward differences are obtained as follows
Keplerian orbit analysis
A straightforward test for the assessment of numerical integration methods is to apply them to a set of differential equations which are integrable by analytical methods so that the solution is given by closed mathematical formulas. The comparison among the analytical and numerical solution defines an absolute control for the accuracy of the numerical integrators. This kind of test indicates the errors that come from the numerical integration according to the selected integration step and order. The Keplerian orbit, which is the solution to the two-body problem where only the gravitational attraction resulting from one Kaula (1966) , Montenbruck and Gill (2000) , Seeber (2003) and Xu (2008b ), Casotto (1993 . The aforementioned approach has been implemented here for two different scenarios of Keplerian orbits i.e. low earth orbit (LEO) and medium earth orbit (MEO) orbit types. The selected orbit characteristics for these two cases are roughly based on the mean Keplerian elements of GOCE and Galileo in-orbit validation element (GIOVE-A) satellite orbits, respectively (Table 1) . Preliminary results of this approach have been reported in Tsoulis et al. (2011) .
By considering the values of the Kepler elements listed in Table 1 as known initial conditions, the orbit integration is performed and then, the comparison among the numerical solution and the constant Keplerian elements is applied. Orbit computations have been carried out for daily orbit arcs. The integration step, in the presented results, varies in the ranges of 10-250 s and 2-30 min for LEO and MEO types respectively. Lower values of the integration step lead to orbit differences varying in the same order of magnitude. The orbit integration has been repeated by modifying the integration step size each time with an interval of 1 s within the step range. The order of multistep methods has been selected in the range of 2-16. In order to initiate the numerical integration for the first steps of the multi-step methods, as it is a standard requirement, the RKN7(6)-8 method has been applied as a start integrator.
The considered orbit parameters are shown in Table 1 while the orbit comparisons are drawn in Figs. 1 and 2. The order of multistep methods in these figures has been set equal to 8.
The numerical comparison in all results is represented by the root mean square (RMS) of the orbit differences for the Keplerian elements among the numerical solution and the analytical approach i.e. the constant Kepler elements.
In the LEO case, computations for orders varying from 7 to 16 show similar orbit differences while in the case of MEO this is valid for orders varying from 8 to 14. Beyond these limits, higher and significant orbit differences have been obtained. The RMS variations for the elements of inclination and argument of the ascending node present negligible values, at the level of 10 -14 -10 -10 degrees, for all of the integration methods within the full range of the varying parameters i.e. the integration step and the order of the multistep methods. According to the orbit computations, the Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods show high numerical stability while the lowest RMS values have been obtained for the RKN7(6)-8 method.
In the case of multistep methods, the RMS variations remain at a low level, e.g. sub-mm in the semi-major axis differences, for values of the integration step up to 30 s and 5 min for LEO and MEO orbit type correspondingly. Beyond these limits detectable discrepancies occur that may exceed the meter level for the higher selected integration step values.
The numerical analysis of Keplerian orbits is demonstrated as a valuable tool for monitoring the numerical behaviour of orbit integrators. It is shown that preferable values, by means of accuracy, of the integration step may vary in the ranges of 10-20 s and 2-3 min for the cases of LEO and MEO orbits respectively. In the case of the RungeKutta-Nyström methods the upper limits may be higher since these numerical algorithms have been found to be numerically stable and lead to lower RMS results in comparison with the multistep methods.
However, this test based on Keplerian orbits may be considered as a preliminary assessment of the numerical integration methods. Therefore, an in-depth real orbit analysis, which is affected by the natural orbit perturbations, would be able to indicate optimum parameters of the numerical integration algorithms. Thus, we perform such an orbit analysis in the following section.
Dynamic orbit determination
In the frame of estimation theory, the problem of orbit determination may be considered as a generalized adjustment problem with several required estimated parameters. The minimum set of these unknown parameters usually refers to the initial position and velocity vector. Under these conditions, the orbit determination problem is regarded as an initial values problem.
The variational equations define a special set of differential equations that is formed by the partial derivatives of the equation of motion. The equation of motion has to be integrated simultaneously with the variational equations (Montenbruck and Gill 2000) . The solution of this overall system of differential equations together with the satellite observations are used in the orbit adjustment procedure for the estimation of a set of orbit parameters (Beutler 2005) . The accuracy of the estimated parameters is strongly dependent on the completeness and representability of the force model and the quality of the observations.
In the present analysis, the least-squares method has been applied for the estimation procedure. The estimated parameters include the initial position and velocity vectors of the satellite and additional parameters of empirical effects. In the current study, the bias and one cycle per revolution accelerations (Luthcke et al. 2003; Colombo 1986 ) are considered as empirical parameters. The kinematic positions that are obtained from the precise kinematic orbit determination Rothacher 2003, 2005) are used here as observations. This is an equivalent but simplified approach to the use of the original GPS observations (Beutler et al. 2010b ).
GOCE and GRACE orbit analysis
The concept of dynamic orbit determination applied to the GOCE and GRACE data is the one discussed by Papanikolaou and Tsoulis (2014) . Our software has been developed by Papanikolaou (2012) in Matlab and C (minor part) while the current version implements the dynamic orbit modelling as summarized in Table 2 . The performed computations consider the Matlab double precision (64 bits) floating point numerical representation.
Satellite data from GRACE and GOCE missions require a suitable preprocessing prior to their further analysis for the considered procedure of dynamic orbit determination. The basic data which were considered, are briefly described here. The detailed GRACE and GOCE data processing which is implemented here follows the standard procedures that are documented in the relevant literature (Papanikolaou and Tsoulis 2014; Papanikolaou 2012) . For the case of GRACE, it incorporates the corrections to the initial KBR observations (Case et al. 2010) as well as the use of precise calibration parameters for the accelerometers provided by the TU Delft thermosphere web server thermosphere.tudelft.nl Helleputte et al. 2009 ). For the case of GOCE, one cycle per revolution (1-CPR) empirical parameters have been included in the orbit estimation algorithm according to the following equation for each coordinate direction
where u is the satellite's argument of latitude, € r 1ÀCPR is the 1-CPR acceleration and A, B are the unknown parameters to be estimated for each component.
In the following, we refer to the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton and Gauss-Jackson methods by using the terms ABM, GJ and GJ-pc. The pc particle in GJ-pc denotes the Gauss-Jackson formula that is implemented based on the predictor-corrector approach.
In the case of GOCE, the drag-free orbit concept is implemented due to the existence of the drag-free control system. The remaining drag-free system residuals are treated here by estimating empirical accelerations such as bias and one cycle per revolution perturbations for the along-track and cross-track components. The available GOCE precise orbit data (Bock et al. 2011 (Bock et al. , 2014 include the kinematic orbit data (used here as observations) and the reduced-dynamic orbit data. The GOCE estimated dynamic orbits, based on the aforementioned orbit modelling and the use of kinematic orbit positions as observations, are then compared to the precise reduced-dynamic orbit data. This is considered as an external orbit comparison that is performed between different orbit modelling procedures. The corresponding results based on the implemented numerical integration methods, are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3 . In the case of GRACE, dynamic orbit positions from the available precise orbit data (Case et al. 2010 ) have been used as observations in the orbit estimation procedure. Indeed, kinematic orbit positions would be identical for the current purpose, similarly to the implemented GOCE orbit analysis. Nevertheless, such kinematic orbit data of GRACE have not been available to the authors at the time of the performed computations. However, this discrepancy does not affect the present conclusions since these are mainly drawn according to the KBR analysis which forms an external validation of the orbits and the numerical integrators.
The non-gravitational effects of the GRACE satellites are computed based on the processing of the accelerometer data. In addition, during the orbit adjustment a bias acceleration is estimated for each of the along-track and cross-track directions. The GRACE mission implements the concept of low-low SST through an on-board microwave ranging system. The corresponding KBR observations may reach accuracy at the level of a few lm (Kim and Tapley 2002; Kang et al. 2006a ) and therefore, such data analysis (Kang et al. 2006a, b) defines an external validation tool of the orbit modeling along the line-of-sight direction. The KBR data are not used as observations in the orbit estimation procedure and perform a relative control of the orbit accuracy. The critical parameter in KBR data analysis is the estimation of the unknown bias that is a characteristic of the range data. An alternative approach is also utilized which leads to the elimination of the KBR bias by forming range data differences between sequential epochs. The results of the GRACE orbit and KBR analysis based on variable parameters of the numerical integrators, are given in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and Tables 4, 5 .
The computation time of the orbit determination has also been monitored in order to be considered as an additional criterion in the control test of the integrators' performance. The CPU time that has been recorded and is presented in the following tables, refers to calculations that have been carried out on a HP workstation (Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz). The overall computation time for each individual integration step, includes the time consumed by the integration of the equation of motion and the variational equations for all of the iterative steps of the orbit estimation algorithm.
In both cases, i.e. GOCE and GRACE satellites, an approach of pure dynamic orbit determination is implemented by adding only a few empirical parameters for treating the The bold values indicate the minimum values of the residuals non-gravitational effects. We avoid estimating several additional empirical accelerations which are widely used in precise orbit determination (Kang et al. 2006a; Jäggi et al. 2006; Montenbruck et al. 2005) . Such parameterization leads to high accuracy, by means of orbit residuals, but may also absorb part of the errors that come from non-dynamic sources such as the numerical errors. The risk of such absorptions in the case of gravity field errors has been discussed by Zhu et al. (2004 Zhu et al. ( , 2003 . Therefore, since the major scope in the present analysis is the assessment of the numerical integration methods through orbit analysis, we prefer to implement the scheme of pure dynamic orbit determination.
Results
The present GOCE and GRACE orbit analyses provide the means to derive an accuracy assessment of the implemented numerical integrators and make it possible to produce a comparison between them. The tools derived from the current analysis are based on the sophisticated observations techniques of the GOCE and GRACE missions.
In detail, the high density (rate 1 s) and quality of the kinematic orbit positions of the GOCE mission that are applied as observations in dynamic orbit determination, permit the step-wise analysis with interval of 1 s in order to control the variations in the full range of values for the integration's step size. Based on the estimated orbit residuals, the small values of the integration step i.e. lower than 10 s, has an effect at the level of few 10 -4 m as it is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The KBR data analysis has been applied here as an external control of the orbit integrators accuracy. The KBR data are provided with a rate of 5 s and the conducted analysis with changing step size reveals sensitivity even at the values of the integration step lower than 10 s as it is shown in Table 5 . Nevertheless, the GRACE orbit analysis does not show similar sensitivity at this range of the integration step but it may capture differences over the value of 20 s (Fig. 6) .
Furthermore, GRACE orbit analysis has been also performed by reducing the integration step at 0.5 s. The respective computations have been applied for the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton and Gauss-Jackson methods. The Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods have been excluded since these methods are time-consuming and therefore, such integrators are not preferred for such low values of the integration step. The KBR residuals for setting integration step at 0.5, 1 and 5 s are given in Table 5 . As it is shown, the KBR range residuals based on the sequential differences, decrease significantly for integration step lower or even equal to 5 s. However, CPU time increases dramatically for values lower than 5 s.
The applied approach of the step-wise orbit analysis reveals the variations and even the small discrepancies over the lower values of the integration step (\5 s). The orbit estimation algorithm has been repeated by modifying only the parameter of the integration step with an interval of 1 and 5 s for GOCE and GRACE respectively.
The order of the multistep methods has been tested in the range of 3-16. Over this limit the integration errors deteriorate the orbit accuracy by several orders of magnitude. The KBR analysis has shown acceptable precision for order values varying from 8 to 12 as it is drawn in Fig. 4 . Similar results have been derived from GOCE orbit analysis which can be found in Fig. 3 . The performance of all numerical methods, implemented in the present analysis, remains at an equivalent level for step values up to 10 s. The Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods show high numerical stability in all cases, similarly with their behaviour in the Keplerian orbit analysis as it has been discussed in Sect. 3. In particular, this is mainly pronounced in Figs. 5 and 6, where the RKN6(4)-6FD method leads to stable residuals of GRACE orbit and KBR analysis for the overall integration step's range. On the other hand, the RKN methods are time consuming based on the current computations and thus they are not recommended in practice for such orbit determination problems. However, such problems dealing with computational effort can be treated based on parallel and modern GPU-accelerated computing techniques. Among the multistep methods, the AdamsBashforth-Moulton method provides the highest accuracy, by means of orbit residuals, while the Gauss-Jackson requires the minimum CPU time.
It should also be remarked that significant orbit residuals are occurred in the case of the GOCE mission (Table 3) . These residuals point to strong along-track perturbations and imply the existence of systematic effects which require further investigation. Certainly, these effects can be reduced through rigorous processing of the GOCE accelerometry data i.e. the common-mode accelerometers data, which capture the drag-free system residuals.
b Fig. 6 RMS variances of GRACE orbit residuals against the integration step. The order of the multistep methods has been set equal to 12. CPU time variations refer to the computation time based on the GaussJackson method. The CPU time is monitored for the overall procedure of GRACE orbits estimation and KBR analysis, the GRACE-A orbit estimation and the single orbit integration of the same arc. The order of the multistep methods has been set equal to 12 This effort is still part of our on-going work and thus, it has not been taken into consideration in the present analysis. However, such an orbit improvement, expected to reach the level of 10 -2 m, does not affect the present conclusions since these are based on the relative comparison of the numerical integration methods.
Summary and concluding remarks
The present study provides valuable assessment tools of the numerical integration methods for orbit determination of artificial satellites. In particular, the investigation is oriented especially to orbit modelling for LEOs. Two main approaches have been implemented in the adapted problem tests for the current purpose.
The classical test of the Keplerian orbit analysis, by performing the comparison between the analytical and numerical orbit integration, has been applied for the cases of LEO and MEO orbit types. However, since the integrators are affected by the satellite dynamics and the variety of the orbital characteristics, a realistic behavior of the numerical integrators has been revealed through the implemented dynamic orbit determination of LEOs i.e. GRACE and GOCE satellite orbit analysis.
The advantages from such a dynamic orbit analysis have been derived from the rigorous analysis of GRACE and GOCE orbital data. It has been shown that the KBR data together with the GOCE low orbit analysis are valuable tools for the accuracy assessment of numerical integration methods.
Moreover, the KBR space-borne observations, due to their high precision at micrometer level, present high sensitivity in the step-wise analysis of the integrators. The KBR data analysis has been demonstrated for integration stepsize at small values even down to 0.5 s. Among the issues to be undertaken in the frame of our future work, we should mention the further modelling of the GOCE drag-free system residuals by processing of the GOCE common-mode accelerations.
